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Chinese Ambassador Liu Jieyi delivers a lecture at Trinity
LAUREN MICHALEC '17
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This past Wednesday,
members of the Trinity
community crowded into
the Washington Room
to listen to McGill Uni·
distinguished
versity's
lecturer of 2015, His Ex·
cellency Liu Jieyi, Am
bassador from China to
the United Nations. Jieyi
was appointed in 2013,
succeeding Li Baodong.
Hailing from Beijing,
Jieyi attended the Beijing
Foreign Studies Univer
sity with Dean Xiang·
ming Chen, the Dean
and Director of the Cen ·
ter for Urban and Global
Studies here at Trinity.
The McGill Interna tional Studies Fund was
established in 1996 by
a gift from Patricia C.
and Charles H. McGill
III '63, in addition to a
matching grant from the

COURTESY OF Aimee Aurol '15
Trinity students pose with His Excellency Liu Jieyi, Chinese ambassador to the United Nations.
Endowment
National
for the Humanities. The
fund supports McGill
Visiting Lecturers in In·
ternational Studies who
teach three courses and
deliver a lecture about
their research at the end
of their term. This tradi·
tion alternates annually

with a prominent inter·
national figure deliver
ing the Distinguished
Lecture in International
Studies at Trinity Col·
lege the following year. In
Feb 2009, the Indian Am·
bassador to the United
Nations, Nirupam Sen,
delivered the inaugural

lecture, followed by the
first Visiting Assistant
Professor Samanthi Gu·
nawardana, who joined
the Trinity faculty for the
2009· 2010 academic year.
2015 marks the 70th
anniversary of the found·
ing of the United Na tions, after the conclusion

of World War II in 1945.
Building on this theme,
Jieyi addressed four ma·
jor world changes that
have occurred in the past
70 years and have im pacted and shaped the
history and nature of the
UN. The first change dis·
cussed was the impact of
decolonization through·
out the 1960s·1980s. De·
colonization has created
new nations throughout
the world, many of which
are in their early stag·
es of development. As a
result, the membership
of the UN has increased
since its founding from its
50 original members to
the 193 current members.
This change has required
it to be more sensitive
and inclusive of its new
members in its courses
of action moving forward.
Secondly, the end of the
see AMBASSADOR on page 5

Trinity alumnus directs upcom- President announces
ing spring theatre production new dean appointment
POOJA SAVANSUKHA '15
MANAGING EDITOR

This year's spring main
stage theatre production, "Stop
Kiss," will open this Thursday
at the Garmany Hall in Austin
Arts Center. The play, written
by Diana Son in 1998, centers
on a story about two charac·
ters - Callie and Sara, who are
assaulted on the street upon
sharin their first kiss. The

play thus traces a relationship
between two queer women in
New York City's West Village,
over a couple of months follow·
ing the assault (a hate crime),
as well as how they recover
from it. By following their re·
lationship, one is forced to con·
sider discussions pertaining
to responses to abuse, and the
theme of sexuality in modern
relationships. Yet, as director,
Sasha Bratt '03 expresses,

"while the play on a macro lev·
el does become the foster child
for a cause, on the micro level,
it inhabits universal emotions
pertaining to love and rela·
tionships, particularly in the
way that it conveys humorous
and awkward moments and
encounters between charac·
ters."
Bratt, who graduated from

COURTESY OF facebook.com/"StopKiss"
A scene from a rehearsal of "Stop Kiss," which will open in Garmany Hall this Thursday.

MAX Le MERLE '16
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In a recent mass·mail to
the campus, President Joanne
Berger-Sweeney
announced
the newest addition to the Col·
lege leadership team. Joseph J.
DiChristina, who is taking on
the role of Dean of Campus Life
and Vice President, was select·
ed after a rigorous search pro·
cess evaluating candidates on
previous experience and their
ability to integrate into Trini·
ty culture. Dean DiChristina,
coming from Allegheny College
where he served as Dean of
Students for the past 14 years,
certainly has these traits.
"DiChristina is a very stu·
dent-oriented person" Jae·
quelyn Kondrot, an employee
of Allegheny for the past 25
years, who has had the chance
to see DiChristina in action,
says, "I'll be very sad to see
him go." Furthermore, James
Mullen, President of Allegheny
College, echoed the sentiment,
"I have been a college president
for more than 15 years and
in that time I have not seen a
Dean of Students who brings
greater caring or passion to the
service of students...He has
made a powerful difference in

the lives of so many students."
From this, Dean DiChristina
appears a strong choice as a
voice for the Trinity College
student body. Furthermore, in
a time of disconnect between
students and administration,
this representative is espe·
cially important and it is ap·
parent that Dean DiChristina
will be able to bridge the gap.
In addition, DiChristina
brings an abundance of ex·
perience to the table, some·
thing President Joanne Berg·
er-Sweeney makes note of in
her announcement email; "Joe
managed operations and guid·
ed planning for 16 student
life departments at Allegheny
and was the founding director
of that college's award-win·
ning Center for Experiential
Learning (ACCEL). He brings
expertise in creating and lead·
ing co-curricular programs
that strengthen the student
experience, developing Allegheny's life vision and creating
a talented team to support it,
developing programs that sup·
port student retention, super
vising the campus emergency
team, implementing practices
in accordance with Title IX
see DEAN on page 6
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mic plane crash of Germanwings
Flight 9525, new information
has recently been uncovered that
may be able to shed some light on
the tragedy.
New findings indicate that
the co-pilot of the Germanwings
flight, which was carrying 150
passengers from Barcelona,
Spain to Dusseldorf, Germany,
deliberately crashed the plane
into the French Alps on Tuesday,
March 24. The flight departed
from Barcelona at approximately
10 p.m. A half hour later the cap·
tain asked the co-pilot, Andreas
Lubitz, to take over the controls
while he left the cockpit, presum·
ably to go to the bathroom. It was
at this point that the plane began
to make a steady descent. For the
next ten minutes, the captain was
heard demanding entrance into
the cockpit with no reply from
Mr. Lubitz. At 10:41 p.m., with
the captain still begging to get
back into the cockpit, the planes
last known location was recorded
at 6,800 feet before crashing into
the mountains at 6,000 feet. The
plane had been descending at a
rapid pace of 3,400 feet per min·
ute (the average descent is 1,500
feet per minute).
Reports from the crash and
the evidence from the voice re·
corder inside the cockpit indicate
that, before air traffic control lost
contact with the plane, Mr. Lub·
itz had been breathing steadily
and calmly in the final moments
of the flight. Brice Robin, Marseille public prosecutor, also said
that the voice recorder showed
evidence of courteous conversa·
tion between the two pilots for

the first half hour of the flight,
however Mr. Lubitz responses
were terse. Data from the planes
transponder also suggested that
Mr. Lubitz had manually set the
autopilot to take the plane to
lowest possible descent setting,
96 feet. These discoveries all
led officials to believe that the
crash was premeditated and intentional. Further investigation
revealed the shocking truth that
Mr. Lubitz suffered from severe
depression.
He was first hired by
Lufthansa airlines, the parent of
Germanwings, two years earlier.
Prosecutors said that Mr. Lubitz
has no obvious reason to commit
mass murder nor was there an
indication that this had been a
terrorist attack. Lufthansa did
reveal, after a search of its records, that Mr. Lubitz had sent
the company an email informing
them of his depressive condition.
This was the first acknowledgement by the company that it was
aware of Mr. Lubitz's health issue before the crash, raising further questions as to why the airline would allow him to continue
to fly passenger jets without further investigation. Prosecutors in
Germany have relea~ed a statement saying that Mr. Lubitz had
been previously treated for suicidal tendencies. After a search of
his apartment, police officers also
found doctor's notes saying the
Mr Lubitz was too sick to work,
including on the day of the crash.
Some of the notes had been torn
up and thrown away, leading officials to conclude that Mr. Lubitz
was attempting to hide his med·
ical problems. Many continue to

question why the airline didn't
go further into investigating Mr.
Lubitz indications that he was
somewhat mentally unstable.
However, he did end up passing
the company's medical and psychological tests.
No one will ever be able to be
wholly sure about what prompted an individual to act in such a
destructive manner. Questions
about Mr. Lubitz mental health
have provoked debate about making stricter regulations regarding
the qualifications required by pilots. While I cannot agree more
that this may be a necessary step
forward and while I am saddened
by this horrific tragedy, I wonder
about the repercussions of this
incident, specifically in regards
to mental health stigmas.
The intense focus being
placed on Mr. Lubitz mental
health may raise a double-sid·
ed concern. On the one hand it
raises the risk of unfairly stig·
matizing millions of people with
mental disorders and subse·
quently making it less likely for
them to come forward for fear of
being persecuted or facing unemployment as a consequence.
This could then lead to making
it harder for professions to detect
employees who may be at high
risk. Companies dealing with
these questions are now faced
with the challenge of striking a
balance between decreasing the
stigma enough to encourage em·
ploys to come forward and also
drawing a firm line in protecting
the publics safety.

-CCSN

ISIS' s destruction of antiquities poses more than a security issue
We as a culture are a
product of our past. While
contemporary issues, devel·
opments and technologies
continue to shape who we
are and the way we function,
it is impossible to deny how
much of our identities and as·
sociations we owe to our heritage. A heritage that we from
time to time, like to confront
through encounters with
monuments, artifacts, and
other edifices that remind us
of the time gone by. Of our
ancestors.
Thus, historic structures,
objects, and pieces of art bear
more than just an aesthetic
function· they are a physical
manifestation of a bygone
era, of the passage of time.
This is why our society puts
so much care into the pres·
ervation of such items. But
what happens when these

indicators of time and history
are destroyed? When we can
only helplessly witness the
plunder of the most revered
monuments of our society,
thankful that it is not our
lives confronting the same
fate, in that moment? This
is a reality faced by innocent
citizens of Iraq and Syria who
are victimized by The Islamic
State of Iraq and the Levant
(ISIS).
ISIS is well into its execu·
tion of a campaign to smash,
burn, and demolish or loot
a majority of ancient relics
and archaeological sites un ·
der their control in Syria and
Iraq. This destruction raises
worries that shouldn't remain
specific to those of Iraqi or
Syrian heritage, or to historians and archeologists· it
should be a matter of concern
to the world.

Even in light of the bloodshed, and the threat to lives
that the civil wars ignited by
the ISIS pose, the damage to
irreplaceable pieces of histo·
ry is a parallel issue that de·
mands addressal. The regions
of Syria and Iraq trace back
an extremely rich history,
that dates to ancient human
civilization, stretches through
the biblical period, and also
cradles the history of Islam.
Consequently, the artifacts
and structures here take us
back to a variety of eras that
are reminiscent of the birth of
religions, cultures, and of hu ·
man life itself.
The statues at Nimrud, for
instance, were constructed al·
most 3,000 years ago by one of
the most ancient civilizations
to inhabit the planet: the
Mesopotamian
civilization.
The statues were recently

announced to have been bulldozed to the ground by ISIS's
militants. These winged statues are symbolic of Iraq's rich
history, and by virtue of their
conception in the cradle of
civilization, are relics of the
history of mankind. An image
of the statues that has been
featured on Iraq's currency
since the 1950s is now gone
forever. This is only one ex·
ample of the damage that the
ISIS has already caused, and
threatens to continue causing.
While a majority of objects
and relics may not always be
destroyed, they are constantly
being stolen and sold into the
black market, and effectively
are lost forever. Their exis ·
tence is thus also rendered
insignificant. The destruc·
tion or loot of historic sights
or objects, arguably aims to
wipe out a collective memory,

destroying notions of identity
particularly when citizens re·
alize they have no history or
culture to look back to, and no
material sense of their past.
While a majority of us may
not be as conscious of our connections to Mesopotamian,
or relatively recent Islamic
heritage, the loss is most felt
by citizens of the region that
must endure a sense of a part
of themselves being taken
away from them.
Although the destruction
of objects and buildings seems
trivial in light of the relative
monstrosity of bloodshed and
rising death tolls, their im·
pact will be faced by generations, even after the wars end.
The ISIS is destroying more
than lives, it is dismantling
and destroying a culture.
-PS

OPINION
Blurred lines: defining stories of sexual assault
ELISE KEI-RAHN '16
STAFF WRITER

I was a freshman in
October 2012 when Angie
Epifano, a former Amherst
College student, wrote a
harrowing account of her
rape for the Amherst Stu dent. Her story captured
the interest of numerous
major media outlets such
as The New York Times,
Bloomberg and The Huffington Post, which imme·
diately transformed the
bucolic liberal arts college
into a national battle·
ground teeming with ani·
mosity towards education·
al institution's treatment
of sexual assault survivors.
Anger was directed to·
wards the administration
at Amherst, but Epifano's
story was so inherently
powerful that she turned
the college's mistakes into
an Everyman's mistake.
The Rape, Abuse & Incest
National Network reports
that one in four women
will face rape or attempt·
ed rape by the time they
reach graduation. This sta·
tistic also fails to account
for those outside college
gates as well as males' ex·
periences, most specifical·
ly the LGBTQ community
who traditionally contains
a disproportionate quan·
tity of such assault. Additionally, only 46 per cent
of survivors report their
rapes to the police, and
only three percent of those
reports lead to any jail
time for the perpetrators.
So, what elements of Epi ·
fano's story distinguished
her from the abundance
of other individuals who
faced the same adversity
she did?
This question is more
rhetorical as it is almost
too immense to answer.
Epifano's story resonated
with me because I could
picture myself in her place.
At the time, I attended the
University of Massachu·
setts, Amherst, just a mere
mile from Amherst's cam·
pus. I have friends at the
college and I have many
memories of socializing in
Crossett, the suite-style
dorm Epifano reported being raped in. I remember
dancing at a party in one
of the common rooms and
immediately coming to a
halt when an acquaintance
mentioned that he thought
that we were standing in
the crime scene.
Yet what I found most

intriguing about Epifano's
story were the polarized
responses she garnered
post-publication. Epifano
was a runner on the college's cross country and
track teams, and one of
her teammates, and ac·
quaintance of mine, dis·
closed to me that there
was a general feeling that
she was a bit off before her
story was brought into the
spotlight. Epifano's friend
emphasized that she came
from a broken household
and somewhat isolated
herself from the team dynamic despite being a core
runner and scorer of points
at meets. It didn't surprise
him that Epifano was in·
stitutionalized against her
will after she spoke to a
college employee about her
case, and was pressured
into taking time off from
her education. To him,
Epifano needed attention
for the sake of her sani ·
ty and to move forward.
To him, she had already
been disregarded far too
many times in her life, so
she embellished a story to
compensate for the dearth
of compassion shown towards her.
On the other end of
the spectrum, Epifano incited a flame of brethren
between survivors and
students across the nation
to speak up against the injustices. One of the most
disturbing sections of her
account is when Epifano
says, "Amherst has almost
1,800 students; last year
alone there were a minimum of 10 sexual assaults
on campus. In the past
15 years there have been
multiple serial rapists,
men who raped more than
five girls, according to the
sexual assault counsel·
or. Rapists are given less
punishment than students
caught stealing. Survivors
are often forced to take
time off, while rapists are
allowed to stay on campus.
If a rapist is about to graduate, their punishment
is often that they receive
their diploma two years
late. I eventually report·
ed my rapist. He graduated with honors. I will not
graduate from Amherst."
As a result of Epifano's
accusations, and because
schools are under a microscope to adhere to Title IX
and accurately report sta·
tistics in their Clery Acts,
there is a more visible media platform for students

to come forth with their
own stories of assault on
campus.
One student who used
this platform was Jackie, a pseudonym used in
a Rolling Stone article,
written by Sabrina Rubin
Erdely, about exposing
the story of University of
Virginia student who was
allegedly "gang banged"
at a fraternity party two
years ago. Recently, Rolling Stone's managing editor, Will Dana, announced
that publication found
discrepancies in Erdely's
account of Jackie's story.
Dana writes, "in the face
of new information, there
now appear to be discrep·
ancies in Jackie's account,
and we have come to the
conclusion that our trust
in her was misplaced. We
were trying to be sensitive to the unfair shame
and humiliation many
women feel after a sexu al assault and now regret
the decision to not contact
the alleged assaulters to
get their account. We are
taking this seriously and
apologize to anyone who
was affected by the story."
While these stories depict authentic suffering,
they can be easily manipulated and embellished
by the greater public, the
media, and sometimes
the schools themselves.
The media attacks wom ·
en with messages about
how they need to look, act,
feel, and relate to one another. These expectations
discredit self-esteem and
create
hyper-censorious
association between one's
self and its manifestation.
Women are under constant
scrutiny as sexual objects
or toys. They patrol each
others' attractiveness and
behavior to the same degree that men evaluate fe-

"I eventually report ed my rapist. He
graduated with honors. I will not graduate from Amherst:'
males based on their looks.
Thus, every pair of eyes is
always directed towards
women.
You may argue that the
same can be said about
males. The media indeed
bombards men with messages about how they

ought to look, act, feel, and
relate, but it does so in a
different fashion than how
it directs its attention towards females. Look at
any advertisement directed at males in their twenties and there is a near
perfect chance that the
poster boy is attractive,
muscular, confident, and
most importantly, mascu ·
line. Women evaluate men
based on their attractiveness and males arguably
police each other's looks
and behavior, just in a less
direct manner than females. Thus, girls have be·
come a focus in the media
and will remain the focus
in discourse of responses
to sexual assault and the
greater issue of on gender
equality.
However, girls becoming the focus of this issue shouldn't push males
into a corner. The voices
of the fraternity brothers
in question were silenced
when Erdely failed to
reach out to them to com·
ment on their experienc·
es. Rape accusations are
not something that should
be trivialized or exploited
for the sake of selling a
magazine. The pervasive
linkage between such stories is a habit of the mis·
handling or disregard of
sexual assault claims. The
controversy surrounding
Rolling Stone impacts our
campus because our school
is subjugated to the same
federal laws that UVA and
Amherst are both under
scrutiny for violating.
It is truly dishearten·
ing for victims still holding their stories inside to
see the backlash about the
article and Jackie's claim.
False reports of rape and
sexual assault occur with
the same frequency as
false reports of any other
crime, from theft to murder. There is a deafening
silence from the student
body at many colleges and
universities in the United
States when it comes to
support for reporting incidents on college campuses. The phrase "cry rape"
is used regularly even in
reference to actual incidents that are proven to
have occured. Unfortunately, it has become so
engrained in our culture
that even those who speak
about sexual assault in
this manner do not realize
that they are subliminally
perpetuating the concepts

of victim shaming and vie·
tim doubting. It is senti·
ments like these that scare
victims into bottling their
feelings, thoughts, and stories. As we all know, traumatic events like these can
have disastrous effects on
a person. Often, victims
withdraw from school, isolate themselves from their
friends, and their health
rapidly deteriorates from
a lack of support from any
source.
I cannot speak for other students, but thus far I
have been impressed with
Trinity's response to sexual assault on campus. I am
aware that campus safety
officers are known to assist
victims by clearly present·
ing all the options they
could take against their
perpetrator, and also direct them to resources that
could help them emotionally. They are even known
to follow up with victims
to ensure that they are
in a sound state and care
for the student's wellbeing
long after an incident has
occurred.
Rolling Stone's conten·
tious story shouldn't nullify every other victim's
experience, such as Angie
Epifano's sexual assault
narratives are still perti·
nent. If you or someone
you know has been sexually assaulted, I encourage
you to reach out to either
Know Your IX or WGRAC,
both viable options to com -

"There is a deafening
silence from the student body at many
colleges and universities in the United
States when it comes
to support for reporting incidents:'

bat the after effects of sexual violence. Friends of
survivors and supporters
of the cause, it's time to
stand in solidarity. Please
take the time to attend
this week's Take Back the
Night event, and surround
yourself with people who
also want to show support for those who need it
most. Survivors need to be
encouraged to bring light
to their experiences so society can properly combat
this monstrous issue.
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Realizing the human condition in social situations
NICO NAGLE '17
STAFF WRITER

Rapper, Childish Gambino, used his comedy special,
''Weirdo", to hilariously argue
that "there is something about
racism that's funny, when it's
tiny." While you may have your
qualms with this statement as
it stands, the multi-talented
New York University alumnus
makes a point that one would
be hard-pressed to rebut. What
he attempts to convey is that
racism, prejudice, or any other
derogatory commentary directed at a group, does not have
such an impact when it is separated from the devices that give
it force.
I would contend that nearly
everyone, at one point or another, has told a joke founded
in race, religion, or some sort
of similar identifier. I would
also contend that a similar per·
centage of the population has
laughed at such a joke, and
thrown its hurtful barbs by the
wayside in the wake of its comedic value. Let me be clear, I can·
not and will not claim to be of
those who are so enviably pro·
gressive that a slip of the tongue
is not an option. What I will
claim is that there is an ideal
that all people should strive for.
The natural impulse of the
human brain is to generalize,
group, and label everything it
has the opportunity to analyze.
In fact, the brains that do this
the best are regarded as the
most intelligent, the most competent, and the most useful.
However, like everything hu·
mans regard as an achievement,
ascertaining a higher, better
version of oneself requires train·
ing. The existing infrastructure
of the body, mind, or both must

be actively molded to handle
more nuance in a way that de·
viates from or directly conflicts
with the manner in which the
untrained self might handle
similar scenarios. With whatev·
er level of proficiency a person
may have in this regard, he or
she will invariably, as people do,
apply his or her ability of anal·
ysis to the phenomena he or she
sees in the world around them.
The manifestations of what has
been described are the actions
and thoughts a person engages
oneself in, which consequent·
ly are an undeniable assertion
of values derived from worldly
perception. In the chronology of
human existence, the most revered figures, the pillars of hu·
man potential, have been those
who have trained their minds
to appreciate, account for, and
act on the nuance of the world
around them.
That is why it is so upset·
ting, when students, those who
are supposed to have the high·
est potential for such intellectual capacity, hold onto knee-jerk
sentiments about social issues.
Let us be honest about the
state of the social scene at Trinity College. Despite the tremendous diversity of the student
body and faculty, it is often
overshadowed by the numerical dominance of the ''WASP."
This is not entirely a bad thing,
as being surrounded by similar
types of people affords people
comfort, a key component of
success in academic and other arenas. However, for those
who do not come from such a
background, whether it be ethnically, economically, or in some
other way, the same enclave
that supports one group can be
alienating for another. Upon
their arrival in New York after

fleeing the potato famine, Irish
immigrants were met with jeers
from the decedents of Protestant immigrants that had come
before them. The repetition of
this process led to the division
of the city, and to defensive
mentalities that often led to vi·
olence.
The fact of the matter is
that people do not like to ven·
ture out of their comfort zone.
It is a symptom of basic human
thought that has nearly defined
sociology since the dawn of man.
The other fact is that at Trini·
ty, those who are of the most
numerous party have no social
impetus to venture outside of
this comfort zone. This is not to
say that the dominant party is
the only group on trial, as com·
fort zones exist for all types of
people. As history has shown so
many times before, the discom·
fort in associating with different types of people often brings
about separation. It also brings
about fear-induced stereotyp·
ing, which goes by many names,
but is most widely accepted as
prejudice.
Let me once again be very
clear. Extreme, socially unacceptable prejudice exists at Trin·
ity College. It takes many forms
and covers a variety of topics,
and recently, it has shown itself
as overt racism. The proposition of a Latin~,-.based, qet Latino-exclusive, LAU, fraternity
on Trinity's campus induced a
lashing out of these defensive
feelings.
Let me be very clear one
final time. This article does
not mean to take on the issue
of Greek life on the campus of
Trinity College, and while it
may be a related issue, the dis·
cussion of this article does not
apply, in full, to the subject.

Please excuse this digression.
Behind the veil of anonymi·
ty, students took to Yik Yak to fly
the flag of hatred and ignorance
in a myriad of ways. The most
distressing of these outbursts
were those that came in the
form of jokes. One post read "All
the locals bout to try to get a bid
at LAU," while another stated
"Can't wait to hear call a hermano por favor!!!" Still another
read, "A new fraternity will be
named Kappa Kappa Kappa."
The most legitimate concern
of the student population was
what one post called "reverse
racism," a topic that deserves
discussion in the public forum.
With that being said, whether
it be disparaging commentary
directed at people based on
their socio-economic status, a
put-down of the language and
culture, or a joke based on an
infamous hate group, the com·
mon theme was inappropriate
racism based on ethnic and cultural boundaries.
What is particularly trou bling is that these types of posts
were met with positive respons·
es. One of the quoted posts re·
ceived more than 30 ups. What
this means is that a majority
of those who saw them either
agreed with the sentiment, or
felt its comedic value trumped
the offensive message. Regardles.s, it represents a p,roblem.
Those who are equipped with
the greatest ability and opportunity to enhance their brain
function and appreciate the
merits of nuance in society have
succumb to their basic, am·
malistic, unbecoming nature to
group broadly, and fear differences.
In what is considered one
of the greatest speeches of all
time, Martin Luther King Jr.

expressed his dream that all
people would "not be judged
by the color of the skin, but by
the content of their character."
Fifty-two years later, I would
like to express the same dream.
I implore the students of this
campus, regardless of ethnic
or socio-economic background,
to reach inside themselves and
pull out the hostility-inducing
instinct to judge individuals
based on grouping, or to judge
groups based on their associated
stereotypes. I beg of you to use
the gifts you have been afforded to attain a greater version
of yourself. Allow your mind to
develop and grow not just in the
classroom, but also outside of it,
and learn to analyze people the
same way you analyze a text,
with a large set of parameters,
and on a case·by·case basis.
Finally, I hope that all peo·
ple can realize that comfort
comes in similarity, and that
comfort with similar people of·
ten blossoms when faced with
a common enemy. With this
realization, let us repurpose
the human instinct to defend
against the enemy, and point
it toward that which threatens
all of us. What if we did not
take socio-economic standing
as similarity, and instead unit·
ed against the common enemy
that is the ravages of time or
the oppression of spirit? What if
all people saw death, of the body
and the soul, as the greatest enemy? Might it highlight that we
are all the same in the way that
matters most? Could it further
establish the truth that to be
human is to demand a certain
dignity? The answer is yes, because to fear the unknown and
to love the similar is a human
condition. Let us be human to·
gether.
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NEWS
China's UN ambassador discusses policy and geopolitics
continued from page 1
Cold War has had great bear·
ing on the security landscape
of the UN, particularly with·
in the Security Council. The
Cold War's conclusion has
alleviated tensions revolving around the nuclear arms
race that took place through·
out the 1950s and 60s. The
United Nations Security
Council (UNSC) was creat·
ed in 1946 following World
War II in order to maintain
world peace, aware of the
failings of the League of
Nations established by U.S.
President Woodrow Wilson.
Jieyi explained that as ten·
sions alleviated, the para·
digm within the UN shifted
towards states and countries
versus common causes, rather than the toxicity of coun·
tries .fighting one another. In
essence, with major state·
to-state disputes out of the
way, the UN is more able to

focus on issues that affect
many states, including hunger, poverty, and illiteracy.
The third trend that Ambassador Jieyi discussed is
a trend towards multi-polar·
ization, particularly within
developing countries. This
multi-polarization has ac·
counted for a large share of
recent economic develop·
ment, roughly 40 percent of
the current world GDP. The
UN aspires to foster and continue this development with
hopes of increasing the glob·
al platform for productivity
within these developing na ·
tions. Ambassador Jieyi's
final point was that global·
ization, like multi-polariza·
tion, has cultivated inter·
connectivity within nations
and enhanced the free flow
of resources. Globalization
continues to create a greater
interdependence for all na tions, prompting organiza·
tions such as the UN to help

strengthen developing coun·
tries with the prospect of
strengthening the collective
international
community.
Ambassador Jieyi partic·
ularly emphasized the im·
portance of greater interde·
pendence and the alignment
of a nation's domestic and in·
ternational interests in order
for improvements in interna·
tional relations to be made.
Jeiyi related the imperative
of interdependence in rela·
tion to security measures,
which he explained thusly;
"A nation can't build its own
security based on the lack of
security of others. There is no
security for any country unless the world is secure." He
attributed the independence
that many nations enjoy to
a direct result of multi·po·
larization and globalization.
Jieyi then spoke about
his proposed "win·win co·
operation" as a new style of
international relations with·

in the UN. Broken down to
four core pillars, Jieyi's "win·
win cooperation" proposes:
1)
Mutual
respect
and
equal
protection,
more specifically in the
realm of decision-making.
2)
Working
togeth ·
er towards development;
asking for joint develop·
ment and support that has
mutual benefits for all.
3)
Common
com·
prehensive
sustain·
able
security
for
all.
4) Harmony of different
civilizations.
In Jieyi's words, "di·
versity is strength, di·
versity
is
progress."
Following his description
of the details of "win-win
cooperation," Jieyi highlight·
ed aspects of the macro-de·
velopment agenda for the
UN for 2015·2030, which
expands and builds on the
Millennium Goals estab·
lished in the years leading

up to 2000. He explained
the UN's strong plan that
will help improve sustainable development. The plan
will be implemented by targeting specific countries to
develop, as well as finding
the appropriate resources
and .financing in order to ere·
ate conditions for progress.
The lecture was con·
eluded with a brief ques·
tion·and·answer session, in
which Jieyi was challenged
with questions very specific
to China's policy and stance
on controversial issues, such
as violence in Syria and
a dispute with the Philip·
pines over artificial islands
in the South China Sea. He
answered all of these ques·
tions very pointedly and
as honestly as possible. To
conclude, Jieyi summed up
China's approach to the UN:
"In order to build a better
world, we need to collective·
ly use the power of the UN."

"International Show" features multicultural entertainment
CHARLOTTE THOMAS '17
NEWS EDITOR

Much of the Trinity
community gathered into
the Washington Room this
past Saturday night in an·
ticipation of crowd-pleas·
ing performances provided
by the annual Internation·
al Show. The International
House hosted the event,
and several other Trinity
organizations also participated, including The
Trinity African Choir, The
Trinity Pipes, The Trin·
ity Quirks, among other
performance groups. The
variety of such groups in
one event highlighted the
different cultures present
on campus. The event also
allowed for the groups to
interact with each other,
which bolstered the cele·
bration of the unique perspectives existing at this
school.
Malcom Moon '15, and
Noor Malik '18 headlined
the show with entertain·
ing exchanges in between
each act, permitting ample
time for each performer to
prepare for the stage. The
first performance on set
was The Shondaa Step·
pers, who as usual gave,
a rousing performance
with their atypical dance
style. Shouts of encourage·
ment and cheers from the
audience con.firmed what
many could have predicted
would be the crowd's cap·
tivation with the group's
dance routine. Those who
participated in this part of

the show included Yanique
Anderson '15, Dabin "Nicole" Lim '16, Shamika
Nelson '17, Corey Peterson
'18, and Eun Sol "Sara"
Lee '18. The group already
showcased a stellar performance the previous week·
end at the Spring Dance
Performance Concert in
Austin Arts Center.
Following this were The
Trinity Pipes. The pure
blend of voices projected by
the group reinforced their
impressive reputation as
the oldest co·ed a ca ppella
group in the nation. Nota·
ble soloists included senior
Nick Reichheld '15, who
gave a strong performance
as the group's Music Di·
rector. Tess Bloomquist '16
interjected her solo with
a humorous display of at·
tempts to beat box into
the microphone, which
merited a laugh from the
audience. Other talented
voices that were highlighted included those of Taylor
Kennedy '17, and Mattea
Bennett '17. Fortunately
for the audience, Bennett
and other a cappella voic·
es, like those from The
Trinity College Quirks
combined with The Afri·
can Choir, would contin ·
ue to appear in the show
throughout the night.
The
show's
slogan
prom1s1ng "performances
from around the world"
held true as the audience
witnessed acts present·
ed in both familiar and
foreign languages. One
beautiful music piece per·

formed by Jacob Mevorach
'16, on the piano stunned
the audience and segued
into other unique, culturally-rich musical acts. An
Indian and Pakistani mu·
sical fusion presented by
Mallika Khanna '18 and
Abhishek Khanal '15 was
particularly captivating.
Although the song, titled
''Mora Saiyan Mose Bole
Na," was performed in a
language that many at·
tendees could not understand, the poetic verses of
the song speak about the
pain of two lovers' separa ·
tion, and they could be felt
in the sound of Khnanna's
voice and Khanal's "un·
conventional guitar twist."
Another fantastic performance presented in a dif·
ferent languages included
"No Say Ben," a Vietnam·
ese song, in combination
with Maroon 5's "Map",
by Trinity's Jeremy Dam
'17, Linh P. Tran '17, Vu
Nguyen '17, Thuy Nguy·
en '18 and Anh T. Nguyen '18. "Liang-Zhu Duet,"
translated as "Butterfly
Lovers" from Chinese, en·
gaged those who are less
acquainted with Chinese,
classical music with the
legend that the piece is
regarded as the Chinese
equivalent to Romeo and
Juliet. Yet, even without
this knowledge, the piece
secured the audience's at·
tention.
Sabira Moradi '18 also
performed a dance from
Afghanistan, captivating
the audience with a warm

smile and a vivacious dis·
position. She performed
the dance to the Afghan/
Persian song "Kamar Barik" by Afghan artist Na·
s1m Hashemi. Included
in the description of Ms.
Moradi's dance, she stated
"Afghanistan has a long
rich, musical heritage,
its music is influenced by
many cultures such as Arabs, Persians, Indians and
Mongolians because of its
location." Just like the acts
above, Moradi shared her
unique experience with
the community through
this dance, as one part of
the larger viewpoints pres·
ent on Trinity's campus.
A second routine won
the crowd's attention due
to its romantic appeal.
The dance, "among more
than 100 ethnic dances,"
was one of the more pop·
ular styles of Nepali folk
dance. The dancers included Pratistha Shakya '15,
Shaun Smith '15, Subek·
shya Bidari '17, Prawesh
Dahal
'18,
Niranjana
Pokharel '15, Kalyan Ran·
jan Parajuli '18, Yun Gong
'15, Binod Giri '15. Other
very popular dance groups
included Elemental Move·
ment, who energized the
crowd by incorporating
volunteers into their rou ·
tine. The last act of the
night involved some mem ·
hers of the Asian Ameri·
can Student Association
and others, who formed
the Korean Pop group,
K-Pink. Both of these last
dance groups proved fun to

watch, and invigorated the
audience.
Participants m each
group not only seemed to
have fun performing, but
many of them also stated
that they felt the event
successfully showcased the
different types of people
that call Trinity ''home."
One
senior performer,
Preston Carey '15, who
sang with The Trinity College Quirks as well as The
African Choir, included, "I
thought the whole thing
was pretty amazing. There
were a lot of great performances and it was clear
that a lot of effort went
into every number. Sing·
ing with the African Choir
was really something I'm
lucky to be a part of and
I hope people enjoyed it."
A member from K-Pink,
Yichen Li '18, said that
she "was surprised by how
many people came to show.
[She] felt the enthusiasm
from the crowd when [she]
was dancing as a part of
K-Pink and [she] loved it."
The mixture of mu·
sic and theatrical performances from
different
parts of the world not only
charmed the audience, but
it also reminded the Trinity community of the impor·
tance of appreciating other
cultures. Further, it is no
wonder that this show is a
success every year, as ac·
cording to one presenter,
"it teaches viewers a little
bit about far away places,
all while they sit in one
place."
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Visiting lecturer talks about fitting into a college setting
PRESTON CAREY '15
STAFF WRITER
Thursday's Common Hour
featured a lecture from Hamilton Professor and author Dan
Chambliss entitled, ''Making
College Work Better Starting
Today, Practical Strategies
that Anyone Can Practice," in
Hallden Hall. Chambliss' talk,
maintained a polite distance
from his subject matter, with
which most readers are famil·
iar, That being a freshman "in
college, can be very difficult.
Professor
Christopher
Hager's introduction reviewed
Chambliss' accomplishments,
which include publications
in sociological journals cover·
ing topics from the lives and
habits of Olympic athletes to
healthcare professionals. Professor Hager stressed that the
work that has gone into Cham·
bliss' 2013 book, "How College
Works," has become "more
current" and relevant to modern college life. The book also
won the Virginia and Warren
Stone Prize, awarded to "an
Outstanding Book on Education and Society published by
the Harvard University Press."
Professor Hager described being struck by how many times
he had referred the book to
colleagues, and also found it
to be "incredibly helpful" and
emphasized ways in which it
can be helpful to, "all of us."
Professor Hager related
that two talks had been scheduled for Professor Chambliss'
last visit to Trinity, which hap·
pened in late Sept 2013. After
his first lecture, which Cham·
bliss described as "pretty good,"
he became hospitalized for a
minor heart attack. He joked
that the "upshot was I didn't
have to give a second talk." On
this note, Chambliss stated
that, he was "happy to be here."
Preferring to describe his
findings and views rather than
his research, Chambliss point·
ed out that his work in educa-

tion has centered on a compre·
hensive study begun in 1999 at
Hamilton College and support·
ed by the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation, involving "a series
of initiatives in the assessment
of liberal arts education." For
the study 16 faculty were in·
valved with 60-70 students and
half a dozen paid consultants.
The study sampled 100 stu·
dents from the class of 2005,
followed them throughout
college and interviewed them
every year. The research examined their transcripts and
personal details, by tracking
who their friends were. The
idea was to see "what happened in real time," in order
to understand what actually
"makes a positive difference" in
the lives of students. The most
important thing, he stressed,
was finding the "easily change·
able factors" in students'
success in and after college.
The point of this talk and
the research involved was,
Chambliss insisted, "to give
something practical and use·
fol right away." He elaborated,
saying, "what we're trying to
do is improve college education
by making the whole experi·
ence of college more fruitful
and productive. We want to see
students make better use of
their time, make more friends,
and have better life outcomes."
Perhaps in acknowledging the
enormity of this challenge,
Chambliss quipped, "all we
want to do is get all our students to be rich," drawing a
hearty chuckle from many of
the faculty. The purpose was
to "discover the things that
really mattered to students."
He briefly observed the role
of socio-economic class in college life, offering that it is "not
clear what we can do about
it," and that it was, in his estimation, a "whole other issue."
Chambliss pointed out
many things colleges do to im prove student life that are not
effective. According to him,

"people talk today like technology is the solution to our
problems, but we have no idea
if it works in the big picture.
We don't know." Others pro·
pose revising the curriculum.
Chambliss described oversee·
ing curriculum revision at 510
universities without finding
evidence that it made a difference Another familiar tactic
has been building new facili ·
ties. As an example Chambliss
referenced the $60 million
Hamilton College spent on a
new building with an indoor
waterfall and atrium. Do these
measures really ensure, Cham bliss asked, that "students are
getting a better education than
they did 15 years ago?" He acknowledged that as far as aes·
thetic improvements, colleges
"gotta have this stuff for admissions." And yet, Chambliss
entreated the audience, "don't
fool yourself that this is about
education in the simple sense."
What really matters, Cham·
bliss insisted, is "whom students meet and when." Younger
college students in particular
are in what Chambliss called
a "residential traditional age."
In this regard the findings
of the Mellon study were sim ple and enlightening. It stated
the crucial factor in student
success is not curriculum, the
facilities, or technology, but
personal relationships. What
really mat_ters is whom stu·
dents meet and when. Any
particular actual live stu ·
dent needs only two or three
friends and one or two great
teachers to have a success·
ful college career. They can
dislike, Chambliss insisted,
"90% of everyone on campus,"
and the findings remain true.
If finding a few friends is
all it takes, then how do you
help college students find those
crucial people? Chambliss' sug·
gests to faculty to learn students names and use them, but
even better, he insisted, was
inviting them to your house.

The study cross-referenced
GPAs, race, gender, and sports
teams. None of those factors,
he exclaimed, wipe out the effect of being a guest in a faculty's home. He described the
statistical strength of this phenomenon by stating, "you can
take a baseball bat and beat
that correlation to death and it
won't go away." Chambliss referenced his work in hospitals,
calling this personal touch the
"warm blanket" phenomenon,
which found that patients undergoing the most severe and
life-threatening
procedures
claimed that simple gestures
of
kindness
dramatically
improved their experience.
Another important finding mentors matter. A Gallup poll
with Purdue University which
surveyed 30,000 graduates on
how they felt about their lives
after college, found that the
single biggest factor in life success among these people was
having a mentor in college.
Were there any faculty
members with whom you had a
close and personal relationship?
Students least frequently
described a sense of closeness
with their first-year mentor.
For major advisors this went
up to 40.8 percent. For relationships outside of first-year
mentors or major advisors the
numbers climbed to roughly
80 percent. If there's an adult
on campus, who is not an advisor or faculty member the
result in terms of closeness
was 100 percent. Chambliss
referred m this to supervi·
sors at the help desk, or reference librarians, saying that
they were "like faculty mem hers but tell you the truth."
Next Chambliss demon·
strated
which
activities
connect students the most.
He presented a large web of
activities. It showed, according
to Chambliss, "who knows the
most people." Some groups were
closer to the center and others
lay on the margins. Right in in

the middle, Chambliss pointed
out, "you have the college choir.
It's 80 people and they see each
other a lot. The director's pret·
ty good. If you join the choir
as a freshmen you meet lots
of other people connected to
many aspects of campus." Another example Chambliss gave
was the writing center: "you
sit, people come to you, and
they're very respectful. They
get along with everybody. They
tend to be academically the
best students at the college."
He described these as
groups as intellectually ori·
ented students and socially
at the center of the college.
Looking at the survey, he
insisted, "they're the happi·
est students at the college."
By contrast, some of the
other groups demonstrated
lower levels of satisfaction by
the close of their college career.
Here Chambliss gave another
example: "A man comes in as a
member of a sports team close·
ly connected to the fraternity
he's in. This is great for guys for
about a year and a half. By the
time they're juniors, however,
they feel unsatisfied." Exceptions to this he stated, "the football guys tend to be pretty well
connected because they're in
larger groups. In a frat, by con·
trast, they tend to get isolated."
In
addition,.
"apartment-style dorms for college
freshman are one of the single
worst ideas higher education
has ever come up with." He
described meeting male high
school students and their saying, "'yeah, yeah I'm gonna
get an apartment. Chicks will
come over." To which Chambliss retorted ''You won't meet
any chicks cause you'll be
sitting in your room playing
video games all the time." He
described the ideal scenario
as "an old fashioned long all
college dorm so you meet doz·
ens of guys and chicks and
everybody." It's all about stu·
dents. It's all about people.

Trinity hires new Dean of Campus Life and Vice President
continued from page 1
regulations, all while cultivating a vibrant and inclusive campus
community."
According
to
multiple
sources who have had the op·
portunity to meet him in person, he seems to be a caring, engaged individual. "Joe seems
to be a genuinely kind person
who tried to get to know as
many people as he could while
he was here," says student
body president Josh Frank,
'16. "He mentioned various
ways in which he might get to
know the student body better,
such as hosting a BBQ for students during football games."
Adolfo Abreu '15, part of the

search team, notes "we inter·
viewed candidates all over the
country for the position. Out of
the many candidates he stood
out due to his experience with
the Dean of Students position
and his portfolio. The work
he has done made him a key
asset to the development of a
Trinity we all want to make by
2023". Furthermore, through·
out the interview process,
Dean DiChristina exhibited
"a certain charm to him that
showed his care for the posi·
tion. He knows that it is about
addressing student needs
while balancing that with the
needs of the college. He has
the ability and experience nee·
essary to manage the internal

operations of this campus."
Another member of the search
committee, Greg Ochiaga '18,
commented "I was there with
Amber for the student interview and [Joe] came across
as a very cool person. I felt as
if he would be able to understand the preppy environment,
but bring a particular age."
The Tripod also had the
pleasure of conducting a phone
interview with Dean DiChristina. During the interview,
Dean DiChristina recounted
his positive first impression
of Trinity via the members of
the search committee. When
his job offer came around in
March he told the Tripod how
much fun his experience was

mingling with students and
getting to know the campus.
During the call, he stressed
the importance of face-to-face
interaction and programs
that will benefit students and
their experience at Trinity.
From his statements during
the interview Dean DiChristina very much confirmed what
the Tripod had already heard
from other students; he seems
genuine, friendly, and serious
about the job. Moreover, he
mentioned connecting with
leaders in current programs so
that he could understand the
core of their operation. Another point Mr. DiChristina
brought up was helping new
students get acclimated to the

Trinity Culture their fresh·
man year, and improving the
retention rates for students.
Overall, Dean DiChristina
seems to be a great choice for
Trinity College; he appears to
dedicated to the role. Addi·
tionally, Dean DiChristina is
the father of two children, a 10
year-old and an 8 year-old, and
is the son of two educators. He
plans on spending Wednesday
and Friday nights with stu·
dents, opening his office to any
who would like to come by, and
potentially eating with stu·
dents in the school cafeteria. It
is likely that he will bring some
fresh and invigorating ideas to
Trinity, while still respecting
its traditions and way of life.

FEATURES
Kelly Vaughan '17 adds pops of personality to Cook
KELLY VAUGHAN '17

FEATURES EDITOR

Somewhere
betwe~n
shopping in the Kate Spade
flagship store and devoutly
reading fashion and design
blogs, I developed a vision for what I wanted my
dream dorm room to look
like. With the fear of having
linoleum floors and stereotypical dorm furniture, it
was hard to imagine that
I could make my pink and
navy dreams come to life.
However, with hours spent
on Pinterest, many trips to
and from the craft store, and
a naturally unique room, I
was able to create a setting
that was bright, comfortable, and very much true to
my own personal style.

I am lucky enough to live
in Cook, which automatically means a classic room,
with a large fireplace and
gorgeous view overlooking
the quad. I knew I wanted
the fireplace to be one of
the main focal points of my
room, so I filled it with battery operated candles and
changed the mantle decor
based on the season. I also
created a large gallery wall
following the pink, navy,
and white color scheme and
included everything a girl
could wish for - whim sic al
quotes, Lilly Pulitzer prints,
and several other paintings
and DIY projects.
Given my love for arts
and crafts, I knew the fun
couldn't stop there. I sewed
many of the pillows on my
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Vaughan's room features DIY pieces and brings attention to the fireplace by creating a gallery wall.
bed and chairs using a va riety of patterns and trims,
all of which coordinated
with my navy and white
polka dot bedding.
The best feeling is when

my friends come into my
room into my room and say
"oh my gosh, this is so you!"
In order to keep your room
a reflection of your person ality, steer away from white

christmas lights, tapestries,
and movie posters. Instead,
define your style through
coordinating colors, person al photographs, and decor to
receive that same reaction.

Brianna Allen '16 brings sun and sand to Vernon Place
KELLY VAUGHAN '17

FEATURES EDITOR

Dorm rooms are essentially a home away from
home for most college stu dents. Therefore, naturally
one will want to incorporate
as many aspects of their
home life as possible. Bri ·
anna Allen '16 is a perfect
example of that.
Hailing from Florida, Allen's room in Vernon Place is
a nautical, spa-like sanctuary, with soothing lighting,
romantic bedding in shades
of ivory and blue, and silver
furnishings. Subtle hints
of the sunshine state shine
through in her choice of coral and aqua printed pillows,
a brown wicker coffee table,
and a bold flamingo print
on the wall next to her bed.

A blue and white printed
curtain draped in front of
her window and the light
breeze that entered from
the window elevated the refreshing ambiance.
Her room feels effort·
less, which is what makes
it the perfect space to come
and relax after a hectic day
of classes and extra-curric·
ular activities. A large, in·
credibly comfortable look·
ing bed is pushed against
the back wall with white
scalloped sheets and layers
of blue and white pillows,
with the front pillow em·
broidered with the phrase,
"Sweet Dreams." Next to
her vanity hangs a large
vintage champagne print
in gold and black reading,
"L'Instant Taittinger," rais·
ing a toast to Grace Kelly.
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COURTESY OF Kelly Vaughan '17
Standout pieces in Allen's room include a double bed, nautical pillows, and a classic bedside table.
The print is simple yet elegant, much like the rest of
Allen's room.
A turquoise and blue
printed tray which was a
lucky find at Home Goods
holds Allen's makeup brush·

es, lotions, and perfumes.
What makes this special
is that Allen is not thrown
all of her makeup into one
cosmetic bag, but rather,
thoughtfully placed indi vidual items out for display.

A dorm room, especially a
single, should be a space
where one can escape from
the chaos of campus and re·
lax. Take a note from Allen
in order to create a polished
and peaceful environment.

Jarvis Towers boasts impressive view and decor in suite
KELLY VAUGHAN '17

FEATURES EDITOR

When five guys and
one girl live together in
a suite, it's hard to imag·
ine a room that isn't filled
with solo cups, pizza box·
es, and clothes carelessly
tossed across the furniture.
However, the roommates
of Jarvis Towers have
gone above and beyond
in decorating their space
with unique, hard-to-be·
lieve-it touches that tru ly redefine dorm decor.
The residents, Max Le
Merle '16, James Whel·
an '16, Camden Howe
'16, Scott Caradonna '16,
Gianna Tondini '16, and
Brendan Dempsey '15 all
have welcoming personalities that can be seen both
in their smiles and in the
personal decor scattered
throughout the room. When

you walk through the door,
you immediately enter a
large common room with
two black couches, a high
definition TV placed on
the mantle of the fireplace,
and foam tiles covering the
area of the floor that look
exactly like wood flooring.
Another highlight with·
in the space is a custom·
ized wooden table with
Jarvis T400 and the Trinity
logo engraved into it, which
is placed alongside a win dowsill adorned with pillows. The windows overlook
by far the most remarkable
view of the Chapel and
quad that I have seen in
any dorm room. All of the
roommates agree that the
view is by far their favorite
part of living in the Towers;
Le Merle even admits that
he has seen multiple people Instagram the Chapel
from the common room.

COURTESY OF Kelly Vaughan '17
The roommates in Jarvis have transformed their suite with artwork and exceptional furniture.
For roommates Le Merle
and Whelan, they "agreed
on a sort of maritime theme
and wanted [their] dorm to
feel more like an apartment
than like college housing."
They also pulled inspira tion from their hometowns.
Whelan, who originally
hails from Hyannis Port,
and Le Merle who is from

California, attached a wood·
en oar to their wall, nautical statues, and framed sea side paintings throughout
the room. Tondini, who is
a photographer, spent this
past summer in Denmark
and framed six breathtak·
ing images of Copenhagen
that look like postcards.
Le
Merle's
believes

that interesting books and
framed posters of art are essential when decorating and
that one should "steer away
from posters if you want it
to look like you've put serious effort into your room."
Their tasteful yet bold design choices make this already unique room to Trinity even more outstanding.
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Wolfpit members connect with Trinity through music
CAROLINE HARIRI '17
STAFF WRITER
Last week, I met with Trinity college's very own Wolfpit,
a newly created, student-run
band on campus. Three of four
members of the band came to
talk to me about the creation,
current status and future of
Wolfpit. As they each walked
in, it was clear the boys had recently seen each other as they
were catching up on their last
encounters the day before. I
was introduced to senior Alex
Rusbarsky (percussion player), senior John Moran (vocals
and guitar) and Nate Choukas '18 (vocals and guitar).
These three, and senior Billy Burchill (bass player) are
the four members of Wolfpit.
Wolfpit was initially formed
last semester, when Choukas,
Moran and Burchill were asked
to play some covers for a show
at a basement party. After
that, the boys decided to play
at Trinity College's first annual Trintober festival. On that
day, a drummer was missing,
so they called Rusbarsky as
a last minute substitute, and
the members simply clicked.
There were a couple unofficial
auditions here and there, the
band said, but the four members seemed to unanimously
come together by chance. The
show (and the party), were
a complete success, and the
boys "just knew [they] needed to make this a real band."
The name had been already
chosen - apparently nonnegotiable - and Wolfpit was born.
Wolfpit rehearses in the

Mill, where they can easily
use the equipment and utilize
the large stage space, "unless
there's some weird event going on, and we have to play
on pots and pans in Billy's
house," Rusbarksy joked. The
band rehearses every day,
which definitely seems like a
large time commitment for a
student-run band. "It's like
being on a sports team," says
Choukas. For their first year
of being a band, it is extremely impressive that the boys
have dedicated enough time
to rehearsing, and planned
so many successful shows.
Though it is clear that the
members are fans of all music
genres, the band mostly performs classic rock and reggae.
Some of the most covered bands
and artists include the Rolling
Stones, Eric Clapton, Slightly
Stoopid, Bob Marley, and Dispatch. Several of their performances have included original
Wolftpit written songs, but performances consist mostly of covers. The band describes their
most played genre as "crowd
pleasers," because as a band
adapting to a very particular
time and setting, they feel that
conforming to a 'party band'
only seems to attain more success, and is definitely more fun.
Many of the gigs have been
at the Mill, but most are at The
Tap Cafe, where it is a simple
and realistic process of moving equipment to and from locations. Wolfpit would love to
move to different locations and
play throughout the Hartford
area, but for now, moving equipment around is unrealistic and

COURTESY OF instagram.com/wolfpit_trinity
Members of Wolfpit (left to right): Alex Rusbarsky, Nate Choukas, Billy Burchill, and John Moran.
unnecessary. The band says and originality of the band. demographics to come support
that there have been only a few The boys say that they have fellow classmates. Their presshows that they have struggled gotten to the point where they ence on social media is also viwith attaining enough crowd can not practice for a couple brant and clever, only contrib·
members, only during the be- days, and still play a gig to· uting more to their popularity.
ginning of their careers. They gether because they know one
Trinity students are looking
said these shows actually tend another's tendencies so well. forward to seeing what Wolfpit
to be the most fun for them,
There are plenty of bands on will bring to campus in their
as people who are there really campus, but what makes Wolf- last couple weeks as the orig·
seem to engage with the music. pit so successful and recognized inal band. I recommend going
The band discussed their at Trinity is their lighthearted out to Wolfpit's next show to
plans for next year, when only approach and willingness to support not only an extremely
two of the four Wolfpit mem- have fun. Not only are the con· musically gifted band, but a
bers will be at Trinity. I asked certs themselves pleasurable hardworking, passionate and
whether or not the band was and entertaining, but the mem· successful group of students.
planning on continuing the hers of the group themselves Schedules are posted on their
legacy, and replacing the two are all relaxed, upbeat, and Facebook page (Wolfpit) or Ingraduating seniors. Moran re- willing to have a good time. It stagram account (wolfpit_trinsponded that "it could never helps that the groups openness ity). If you can't wait until the
be the Wolfpit," clearly demon- and social personalities have next show, be sure to follow the
strating the bond, friendship attracted students of different band on Soundcloud as well!

Trinity College English Department

PRIZES
We hope that you will consider submitting your best work for the 2015 English Prizes. Monetary awards are given for the best submissions for each contest listed below. All
undergraduate students presently enrolled at Trinity College are encouraged to enter.
THE FRED PFEIL MEMORIAL PRIZE IN CREATIVE WRITING: This Prize is awarded annually for a piece of literary work (fiction, poetry, play script, screenplay, creative
nonfiction) which addresses issues of social justice and the impact of culture and politics on human relationships. One submission per student.
THE TRINITY ALUMNUS PRIZES IN FICTION: Prizes awarded for short stories of any length. One submission per student.
JOHN CURTIS UNDERWOOD MEMORIAL PRIZES IN POETRY: Prizes awarded for up to four pages of original poetry. Up to four pages of poetry per student.
THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN POETS PRIZE: An award for one poem of any length (with possible publication in a nationally distributed journal) One submission per student.
THE FRANK W. WHITLOCK PRIZES IN DRAMA Prizes awarded for one-act play scripts. One submission per student.
THE ALUMNI PRIZES IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION: Prizes awarded for expository writing. Essays originally written for college courses will be accepted if conscientiously
revised and retyped. One submission per student.
THE F.A. BROWN PRIZES IN PUBLIC SPEAKING: Prizes awarded for an original persuasive speech, 5-8 minutes in length, on a contemporary issue selected by the student
speaker. Students wishing to enter this contest must sign up with Christina Bolio in the English Department (christina.bolio@trincoll.edu) no later thanFriday, April 10th. Con·
testants will deliver their speeches starting at 6=30 p.m. on Thursday, April 16th in Terrace Room C, Mather Hall.
DEADLINE for all submissions is MONDAY, APRIL 6th at U:59 p.m.
SUBMISSION GUIDELINES:
- Send your work as an email attachment(s) to englishdepartment@trincoll.edu with the name of the contest being entered at the top of your
submission(s). To ensure anonymity do NOT put your name on your work.
- Please include your full name, year, and box number in your e-mail. You may submit entries for multiple prizes in one e-mail, but each entry
should be a separate attachment, labeled with the contest being entered.
- Work submitted after the April 6th deadline will not be considered.
· Contest winners will be notified prior to the Honors Day Ceremony held on Friday, May 1, 2015, at 3:30 p.m. in the College Chapel.
- Contests are open to ALL undergraduate students (including IDP students) presently registered at Trinity College.

Arts & Entertainment
Inside the Mill's latest concert: Heems and Lakutis
ELISE KEI-RAHN '16
STAFF WRITER

On April 4, Heems, best
known as a founding member
of the rap group Das Racist,
performed at Trinity, show·
casing his newest solo album
"Eat, Pray, Thug" on stage at
the Mill.
Heems is a walking embodiment of a middle finger
to today's music scene. He
is arguably one of the most
socially conscious contem·
porary rappers to emerge
within a niche of New York
twenty-somethings. Rather
than dealing with the division
between black and white, a
struggle long expressed in the
hip-hop genre, he interjects
his own narrative illuminating relevant political issues
that the post-9/11 society faces. A self-proclaimed admirer
of Trinity's own Professor Vijay Prashad, Heems' shrewd
tracks assuredly reflect a
liberal arts education and a
bookshelf of a well ·read individual. His debut album,
"Eat Pray Thug," is a far cry
from his humorous work with
Wesleyan-born rap group Das
Racist. It is more serious and
much darker than his previous work. Having just released his album in March,
those in attendance at the
Mill are amongst only a small
handful of people who have

seen Heems perform his new
material live.
To start the night off, Alex
"Spice" Rusbarsky of Trinity's
Wolfpit played a flawless cover of Rush's "Tom Sawyer, and
then introduced Lakutis, the
nights opening rap act.
The crowd grew larger and
larger as Lakutis, a New York
based rapper who has collaborated with Heems and Das
Racist before, took the stage.
Several fans crowded the
front of the dance floor and
lip·synched to popular Lakutis songs like "Jesus Piece"
and "Death Shark." During
his performance, Lakutis,
better known as simply Lex,
used his iPad to play sound
effects and background music.
He rounded out his set with a
rendition of the wildly popular
"Trap Queen."
Heems took the stage next,
with what appeared to be an
Indian Skincare commercial
projected on a loop on the
wall behind him. Heems addressed the crowd, ''how many
of you out there are art majors?" he asked, ''because this
is art that would have gotten
a very bad grade in college.
My professors hated me!"
· Heems opened up with a
crowd favorite "Flag Shop·
ping," along with a number
of songs from his new release
as well as tracks from his EP
"Sweatshop Boys." Towards

the end of his set, he appealed
to the crowd and played some
of his Das Racist songs, in·
eluding the popular ''You
Oughta Know."
As soon as he finished his
sporadic, eclectic set, Heems
made his way off the stage
and towards the exit, leaving

the crowd a bit confused as
music was still playing on the
stage. Just as quickly as he be·
gan his show, he had ended it,
no doubt in search of sleep. The
illusion of this prophetic rapper was shattered- he was now
a layman dealing with the dayto-day stress of his day job in

an advertising agency while
simultaneously maintaining
his stage persona. He was
like a degenerate Hannah
Montana/Miley Cyrus, minus the twerking, yet nobody
seemed to feel sorry for him
because, he pulled it off so
well.
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Rapper Heems, who founded Das Racist, performed at the Mill at Trinity College on Friday, April 4.

"Caustic Love": the best album you have not heard
MATIAS PRIBOR '16
STAFF WRITER

Over spring break I was
lucky enough to spend time
in London, where I perused
quasi-hipster record stores,
searching for what I knew
was an impossible goal - finding a good, new English band.
I did not succeed in this effort,
but in the process I uncovered
Paolo Nutini's "Caustic Love,"
the blue-eyed soul equivalent
to the Arctic Monkey's iconic,
2006 album, ''Whatever People Say I Am, That's What I'm
Not." The Arctic Monkeys hit
the scene, mesmerizing American audiences with tracks
like "Fluorescent Adolescent"
and "A Certain Romance."
Nutini's album is similarly
characteristic; it embodies
new age Rod Stewart and Joe
Cocker, UK rock-soul.
If someone asked me what
the three best songs on "Caustic Love" are, I would reply,
without hesitation, 3) "One
Day" 2) "Numpty" 1) "Better
Man." These three songs are
the best representation of the
album that harnesses blues
forces and compounds them

with the artist's distinct and
powerful voice to create its
UK-infused soul sound. "One
Day" serves to fill Nutini's
quota of heavy blues tracks
on "Caustic Love." Nutini introduces his uniquely Scot·

tish style to the traditional
love ballad's somber message
of love's loss. "Numpty," on
the other hand offers an en·
ergetic complement to "One
Day" with its characteristic
opening guitar riff, fun pia-
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Cover art for Paolo Nutini's 2014 album "Caustic Love."

no accompaniment, and background horn section that ties it
all together into the chorus.
"Better Man" in my opin·
ion, is the best track on the
album and is also one of its
simplest tracks. The song's
lyrical quality is evidenced by
the subdued and minimalist
instrumental accompaniment
featuring an electric guitar,
drum kit, bass and keyboard.
Building from the start, the
story centers on a man who,
on the road to love's discovery, comes to realize that his
love for a woman makes him
a "Better Man," as the title
suggests. "One Day," "Nump·
ty," and "Better Man" all read
like vignettes in the compendium of short stories that is the
spectrum of love's experience.
The feelings elicited in Nutini's album range from great
loss and playful happiness to
resignation and acceptance of
love's hold. These stories de·
rive value from the universality of their messages, enhanced
by Nutini's unique sound and
musical perspective. These are
precisely the reasons why critics have declared Nutini "arguably Scotland's biggest musi-

cian right now," (BBC News)
and why "Caustic Love" was
considered one of the best
UK albums of 2014.
"Caustic Love" is an album that deserves to be
heard in its entirety, not
scrapped for parts, as is the
case with many records sold
on iTunes and other music
services. From its first track
"Scream (Funk My Life Up)"
to the popular single "Iron
Sky," the track list is carefully devised, with instrumental
and spoken-word interludes
that help the listener to comprehend "Caustic Love" as a
complete project. This album
is not simply a collection of
great songs recorded by Nutini, but a work of his artistic
elegance, calling upon the
forces oflove to a place where
the listener can indulge in its
"caustic" nature. It is for this
reason that I believe "Caustic Love" is one of the best albums I have listened to in a
long time. Harking upon the
spirit of 1970s UK R&B/Soul
style, Nutini captures the es·
sence of something unique to
his country, yet universal in
life.
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Sasha Bratt '03 returns home to direct "Stop Kiss"
continued from page 1
Trinity only twelve years
ago, has driven a full circle by returning to campus, where he officially
recognized and consolidated his passion for theatre,
to direct this play. In an
interview with the Tripod, Bratt expressed his
immense excitement and
gratitude at the prospect
of returning to a place
that bears a special significance to him. It was
during his time at Trinity
that he wrote, and directed his first play, :Situated
Comedy: The Truth Behind Fiction," performed
at The Fred, which was
then the 'Tutorial College.'
He expressed that he always "loved to collaborate,
to create ensembles, and
to contribute toward building a campus culture that
cares, leading by honesty
and vulnerability." Given
this mantra, it comes as
no surprise that Bratt, as
a student, was a member
of the Lacrosse team, Trinity Pipes, an Arts Editor
for the Tripod, a founding
member and artistic director of both, the Moveable
Joints and The Jesters,
amongst a plethora of oth er engagements. He was
also involved in a variety
of campus musicals and
theatrical
productions.
Having undoubtedly left

his mark on Trinity, it is
our fortune as the campus
community that he should
return to make yet another significant impression
here.
Bratt humbly attributed many of his proficiencies and interests to his
experiences and interactions while at Trinity.
Collaborating with other
students, interacting with
faculty
members,
and
working with the production crew at the Austin
Arts Center, inculcated in
him a variety of skills that
he honed especially as he
engaged in the process of
pursuing his own interests here. In his senior
thesis, titled "Romeo and
Isabella," he "explored notions of abstraction, narrative structures, time,
and originality by putting
Shakespeare's "Romeo and
Juliet" into conversation
with stock characters from
"Commedia dell'arte." By
delving into two types of
productions that belonged
to different contexts, and
were both "over-done,"
Bratt challenged himself
to find a way to present an
authentic collaboration between the two, while also
exploring improvisational directing styles. Upon
his graduation from Trinity as a Theater/Dance
major, Bratt has directed a variety of shows at
Shakespeare & Company,

Playhouse on Park, FringeNYC, Midtown International Theatre Festival,
Source Festival, Capital
Fringe, Active Cultures
Theater, amongst others.
He has also served as assistant director for productions at Woolly Mammoth
Theatre Company, Folger
Shakespeare Theatre, 01ney Theatre Center, New
York Musical Theatre Festival, Imagination Stage,
and the Academy of Classical Acting. Currently,
Bratt holds MFA degrees
from Catholic University in Theatre Education,
and Directing. He has
been teaching theater for
the past ten years, and is
presently also the Literary
Manager at the Playhouse
on Park. "Stop Kiss" cast
member, Chanel Erasmus
'15 aptly stated, ''he's an
incredibly talented director, and the experience he
has gained over the years
from directing and working in the world of theater
he has brought back to
Trinity. His professionalism and dedication to
making this performance
honest and powerful is admirable."
In reference to his directing style, Bratt stated
that he emphasizes entirely on the collaborative
aspect of theater to ensure
an authentic performance.
His goal is to inculcate a
sense of community for

the actors to "create a
safe environment for each
other," to allow for more
''honesty and vulnerability." In dealing with serious societal themes while
directing, he "avoids enforcing his own personal
beliefs towards issues but
challenges the actors to
articulate and clarify their
own expression." As Erasmus, through experience
confirms, "Sasha challenges you as an actor and a
performer to go further
into the character and the
action of the scene you're
in. I've loved that about
the whole process - the
fact that you never settle,
you're constantly working
through your characters
emotions and problems
just as you would work
through your own problems and what you have to
bring to the table that day
is what you channel into
your character and the
scene you're rehearsing."
In preparation for "Stop
Kisst Bratt visited campus a few times last semester to make himself a more
familiar face to prospective actors interested in
performing in the play. He
did this to enable a more
comfortable and friendly
environment through the
rehearsal process. This is
a testament to the level of
care that he puts into his
work.
Bratt has described his

experience of working with
the cast members of the
play as "surreal and beautiful." He added, "you feel
almost feel giddy when
you walk out of rehearsal,"
expressing his excitement.
Erasmus concluded, "I appreciate the trust he has in
us as performers to make
this play what it is and
hopefully it will resonate
and touch audience members. And if for half an
hour they can forget that
they're watching theater
at a college, starring college students, then we've
done a good job, because
Sasha has treated us and
challenged us as professionals." Given the strong
collaboration between an
insp1nng director, who
has returned home with a
wide range of experience
and energy, and a group
of talented and dedicated
student performers, "Stop
Kiss" promises to engage
and arouse audiences."
"Stop Kiss" featuring
Molly Belsky '16, Maggie
Munoz '16, William Kurach '18, Milosz Kowal '18,
Chanel Erasmus '15, Kira
Mason '18, and Leandra
Vargas '18, will open its
first show this Thursday
at 7:30 p.m., and on Friday and Saturday it will
be performed twice at 4:30
p.m. and g:30 p.m. Admission is free, and tickets
are available at the Austin
Arts box office.

Bantam artist of the week: Miguel Adamson '17
MATIAS PRIBOR '16
STAFF WRITER

If you were in the audience
for the Spring Dance show at
the Austin Arts Center on Mar.
27, you would have had the
opportunity to see the dance
team, Elemental Movement, in
action. One of their many talented members, Miguel Adamson '17, is this week's Bantam
Artist of the Week. Although
he joined the group in January of this year, he has quickly
risen through the ranks to become an elite artistic perform er.
In a recent interview he told
the Tripod, "I joined [Elemental Movement] because I enjoy dancing a lot and meeting
people. Making new friends at
Trinity isn't always the easiest
thing to do, so I wanted to expand my network while doing
something that I liked. I never
expected to join a dance group,
but at the beginning of the
semester, I told myself I had
nothing to lose, so I tried out
and the rest is history."
In order to be a part of Elemental Movement, Adamson
had to audition by learning

a choreographed piece and
then performing a free-style
dance in front of the team,
which he said was the most
nerve-wracking part of all.
Elemental Movement practices in Trinity Commons,
which is not too far from Summit South, Adamson's dorm.
He is a part of several organizations on campus, including
La Voz Latina where he is the
community service chair, an intern for multicultural recruitment in the admissions office,
and the social chair for Model
United Nations. He has friends
all across campus due to his
involvement in so many extra
curricular activities, and is distinguished by his famous catch
phrases, such as "Your face,"
"Excuse me," and ''Rude." As
an International Studies major, Adamson spends a lot of his
time in classes and lectures,
trying to become the world's
next great diplomatic leader.
Adamson does not really know when his passion
for dancing began, but he is
known for boasting his moves
on Friday and Saturday nights
at various houses on Vernon
Street. His hobbies outside of

academics and dancing include
reading, playing music, and relaxing with friends.
Although he never danced
in high school, Adamson engaged in art as a member
of Washington D.C.'s Maret
School Orchestra. They traveled all across the country,
from New York to New Orleans, Nashville, and Los Angeles. He has also participated in
many of the school's musicals
and plays.
"I've made tons of new
meaningful friendships in
the Elemental Movements
- something I truly value because it's a judge-free environment," says Adamson. His
favorite event has been the
recent Spring Dance Concert,
as it gave him and the rest of
the group an opportunity to
perform in front of a large audience, a thrilling and rewarding experience. Unfortunately
he had to miss out on a major
performance because of a class
trip to Canada. As Adamson
continues with his dance career, he looks to grow even
closer with his group and to
learn as much as he can about
the art.
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Adamson '17 (left) performing in the International Show.

SPORTS
Bantam Athlete of the Week: Lily Talesnick '15
JUSTIN FORTIER '18
SPORTS EDITOR

Lily Talesnick '15 made
NESCAC sports headlines
when she took home three
first place finishes at a re·
cent outdoor track meet on
April 4 at Amherst College
in a spread of six teams.
The "Amherst Spring Fling"
meet featured Tufts, Am·
herst, Brandeis, the Coast
Guard Academy, Connecti·
cut College and Trinity.
Despite Tufts taking first in
the women's competition,
captain Talesnick led the
women's throwing team to
an impressive showing.
Talesnick's athletic ca reer at Trinity began as a
Volleyball recruit, but after
her freshman season she
had to retire from the team
due to health reasons. How·
ever, she is a fierce compet·
itor and refused to let her
cardiac limitations prevent
her from competing for the
Bantams. When her sophomore year rolled around,
she joined the Track and
Field team, and has been
throwing ever since.
It was not an easy start
on the throwing squad, but
Talesnick has learned a lot.
When she began, she did
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Lily Talesnick '15 placed first in the hammer throw as well as in the shot·put and discuss throw.
not know what a hammer,
shot or discus was, but now
she spends everyday think·
ing about how to improve
and trains hard to be the
best.
In true Trinity spirit
Talesnick's favorite athletes are not professionals
or Olympic contenders. Instead she looks up to her
fellow track captain Jenna
Wilborne '15 who has made
three appearances at the
DIII Nationals. As she re·
fleeted on her favorite ath·

letes she talked of J aquan
Starks '16, Martha Griffins
'16 "and so many more that
roam our campus every day
who ultimately put Trinity
across their chest and show
their hearts on the court,
ring, field, track, and class·
room that I truly look up
to."
Beyond the track team,
Talesnick is an integral
part of the Trinity community. She is active in the
Hillel groups on campus, as
well as a manager for the

Campus laundry service,
in addition to taking roles
around Ferris. Each summer she has taken time to be
a leader in the QUEST ori·
entation program, and helps
first-years acclimate to a
new college dynamic.
Even though she is fiercely competitive, Talesnick
hold her family's love at the
core of her being. She is the
youngest of four children,
and has had five amazing
role-models in her parents
and siblings. Her family has

helped to mold her, "to be
the type of person to do everything at 100 percent."
Talesnick's
performance at the "Amherst
Spring Fling'' affirmed her
determination, and left
her with three medals to
remind her that her hard
work and 100 percent ef·
fort paid off. When Talesnick spoke of her team's
performance on April 4,
she said, "I was so proud
and happy of all of my
teammates that performed
well, which energized me
to compete the way I did.
Track and Field is defi ·
nitely a sport based on
individual performance,
which is something I have
struggled with mentally.
This weekend, however, I
felt very much a part of a
force."
There is still a good
stretch of season left to
go, but there is no telling
how far Talesnick will go
this year in NESCAC and
in the DIII competition. If
Saturday's
performance
is any indication of what
Talesnick is capable of,
Trinity will surely be adding a few more Track and
Field golds to its historic
trophy collection.

Womens Lacrosse marks the middle of the season at 10-1
ANTHONY ZUCARO '16
STAFF WRITER

The Trinity College
Women's Lacrosse team
had a fantastic week as
they beat both Connecticut College and Hamilton
by a large offensive and
defensive margin. With
these two wins, the women
have extended their winning streak to ten games,
leading to an almost per
feet 10-1 record within the
NEASCAC.
The women's match at
Connecticut College on
Wednesday was both an
offensive and defensive
show, with the total score
coming out to 15·4 in favor
of the Bantams. Midfielder
Martha Griffin '16 played
a large part in the victory
as she scored three goals
and assisted on two others.
While the game started at
3-1, the Bantams scored an
astounding five goals with·
in the final 10 minutes of
the first half, leading them
to a commanding 8·2 lead
that wouldn't be surpassed
by the Camels. Clare Lynn
'17 andAllie Barret '17 each
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The Bantams took a commanding lead over the Connecticut College Camels at the New London turf.
scored three goals for the
Bantams during the game,
contributing even further
to the offensive's dominating performance. On the
defensive side the Bantams
held the Camels to a paltry
4 goals and 9 shots. This
defense dominated thanks
in part to goalie Zoe Ferguson '18, who contributed to
five saves. Players Ashley
Stewart '16 and Lara Gui·
da '17, along with the rest
of the defense, also created

many scoring opportunities
for the Bantams by forcing
14 turnovers. While Camel
player Tina Balzotti helped
to contribute to the Cam·
el's four goals, they were no
match for the Bantams.
The Bantam's game
against the Hamilton was
more of the same greatness
as they beat the Continen·
tals 15·7. Eight of these
goals were scored by Griffin
and rookie attacker Abby
Mclnerney '18, who each

had four goals during the
game. The Bantams dominated for the entire game
and never let up on the Continentals. Barret received
an assist by attacker Lynn
early on in the game to bring
the Bantams up 2· 1. This
goal would give the Bantams
a lead that the Continentals
wouldn't be able to break for
the rest of the game. Attacker Molly Cox '15 also had a
terrific game with two goals
and one assist. While Caro·

line McCarthy of the Con·
tinentals scored twice in
order to close the gap early
on, the Bantams responded with three more goals,
leaving no doubt as to who
would win the game. Other scorers include tri·captain attacker and midfielder Renee Olsen '15 with 2
goals and midfielder Nicole Stauffer '1 7 with one
goal and one assist. On the
defensive side, goalies Em ily Mooney '16 and Ferguson had five saves, while
the rest of the defense
limited Hamilton to only
14 shots over a half hour
period. Defender Han·
nah Whithiam '17 caused
three turnovers during the
game, further helping the
Bantams.
With these two wins,
the Bantams have certainly made a name for them·
selves as they continue to
be the number one ranked
team within the NEASCAC. Among their statistics is an impressive 149
goals, with 13.55 goals per
game, and an undefeated
record when playing at
home in Hartford.
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Trinity Baseball finishes series 1-2 versus Colby Mules
WILLIAM SNAPE IV '18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
This past weekend, the
Trinity Men's Baseball
Team travelled to local
Hyland Park in Hartford
to take on the Colby Mules
in a two-day, triple-header showcase, that had both
conference and division im plications.
The first match got off
to a quick start, with both
teams scoring one run
apiece in the first inning.
The Bantams continued to
put the pressure on Colby
starter Scott Goldberg, and
loaded the bases later in the
first inning with two outs.
Unfortunately, Trinity left
the runners stranded, as
Goldberg was able to eventually retire the side.
The strong pitching
continued
as
Trinity's
left-handed starter, Jed
Robinson '16, held the
Mules to six scoreless in nings, and one earned run
in seven innings pitched
overall. The middle stretch
of the game was relative-
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Despite wining the first match in the series, the Bantams dropped a double-header to the mules.
ly quiet and there were no
runs scored again by either
team. The Bantams finally
broke the stalemate in the
fifth inning, until a leadoff
single from outfielder Evan
Abraham '15 gave Trinity
some momentum and eventually led to another score.
Heading into the seventh inning stretch, Trinity
had a 2-1 edge, but it was in
the final few stanzas of the
game that the scoring really
ramped up. In the eighth in-

ning, Colby got two men on
base and capitalized with
an inside-the-park homerun from Daniel Csaplar.
The Bantams were shutout
in the eighth inning and
went into the final frame of
the game trailing 4-2.
In the bottom of the
ninth a walk, and a line
drive single from Trinity set
up third baseman Daniel
Pidgeon '16 with two runners on the bags with one
out. Pidgeon battled the

Colby relief pitcher until he
knocked a three-run shot
over the right field wall, in
what sealed the game for
Trinity as a walk off win.
It was Pidgeon's first home
run of the season, and it
was a crucial one.
The Bantams had virtually no turnaround time,
and were back out on the diamond at noon the next day
to rematch Colby in a doubleheader. Trinity was shutout 7-0 in the first fixture,

but made the second game
a lot more competitive, with
some outstanding individual performances. Outfielder
Scott Huley '15 went 1 for
4, which accounted for two
RBIs and a solo homerun
in the second inning. Brendan Pierce '18 went 3 for 4,
along with a stolen base and
two runs. Pierce had three
of the teams six total hits
that day.
However, in the end, Colby's Daniel Csaplar and Tim
Corey combined for two extra base hits, and a total of
five RBIs on Saturday, and
the Bantams fell for the second time 5-3.
Trinity has galnes this
coming weekend with another conference and division matchup, and will
be looking to bounce back
from this past weekend's
performance as they take
on Tufts at home. The team
will start off the weekend at
3:00 p.m. on Friday April 10
for the first game, and then
start their double header at
noon on Saturday, April 11.

Duke Blue Devils claim the 2015 National title 68-63
JUSTIN FORTIER '18
SPORTS EDITOR

In a first-seed matchup of
the South vesus the West, the
Duke Blue Devils took home
the coveted national title. At
half-time, the score was drawn
even 31-31, promising an ex·
citing second half. Wisconsin
had climbed to a 9 point lead
fueled by Frank Kaminski's
powerful drive. However,
Duke rallied and overcame
the defict to extend a lead of
their own.
The two Duke freshmen
Tyus Jones and Grayson Allen
carried the team through the
second half of the game. After
Duke's 2014 first round loss
to Mercer, Jones texted Duke
Coach Mike Krzyzewski, say·
ing "this will not happen next
year." Jones certainly made
sure of that as he scored 19 of
Duke's 37 second half points.
With a team of four key
players
being
freshman,
Coach Krzyzewski has been
able to win his 1000th game,
the most by any DI coach.
This final was a truly exceptional way for Krzyzewski to
win his fifth National Championship with the Blue Devils.
He is looking forward to coaching the majority of his players
again next season. But in the
words of Duke senior captain
Quinn Cook, "Coach K wasn't
focused on winning his fifth
team trophy, he was focused
on winning our first."
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It was a historic win for the young Duke team, Wisconsin missed many second half buckets, unable to keep up with the Duke offense.
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The Wisconsin Badgers exacted a 71- 64 sweet revenge
after a final four loss to the Kentucky Wildcats last year.
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The Duke Blue Devils crushed the no. 7 ranked Michigan
State Spartans 81- 61 on Apr. 4 to land a spot in the finals.

